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Abstract: This paper presents the design of a multi-mode compliant gripper, using the singularities of the fourbar mechanism with equilateral links. The mobility of the compliant gripper can be reconfigurable to grasp a
variety of shapes or adapt to specific requirements. The compliant gripper is a compact and two-layer structure.
Two linear actuators are required to enable the multiple operation modes, by the conversion of two pairs of
slider-crank mechanisms. A multi-mode compliant four-bar mechanism is first presented and kinematically
analysed. The design and the kinetostatic modelling of the resulting compliant gripper are then performed.
Finally, the analysis of the reconfigurable compliant gripper under different actuation schemes is carried out,
including the comparison of the results obtained from analytical modelling, finite element analysis and
experimental testing.
1. Introduction
A recent and significant part of the paradigm shift brought forth by the industrial revolution is the
miniaturization of electromechanical devices. Along with the reduction of size, miniaturization reduces the
cost, energy and material consumption. On the other hand, the fabrication, manipulation and assembly of
miniaturized components is difficult and challenging. Grippers are grasping tools for various objects, which
have been extensively used in different fields such as material handling, manufacturing and medical devices
[1]. Traditional grippers are usually composed of rigid-body kinematic joints, which have issues associated
with friction, wear and clearance/backlash [2]. Those issues lead to poor resolution and repeatability of
grasping motion, which makes the high-precision manipulation of miniaturized components challenging. In
addition to being extremely difficult to grip sub-micrometre objects such as optical fibres and micro lens,
traditional grippers are also very hard to grip brittle objects such as powder granular. This is because the
minimal incremental motion (i.e. resolution) of the jaw in the traditional gripper is usually larger than the
radius of the micro-object or already causes the breaking of the brittle object. Figure 1 shows a parallel-jaw
gripper as an example. Although advanced control can be used to improve the gripper’s resolution, its effort is
trivial compared to the resulting high complexity and increased cost [2].
Dbrittle-∆b

(a) Resolution of
a jaw: ∆Jaw

(b) Diameter of
micro object: Dmicro

(c) Diameter of brittle object:
Dbrittle, with a small breaking
deformation ∆b

∆Jaw> Dmicro/2
∆Jaw> ∆b/2 (but Dbrittle can be larger than 2∆Jaw)

Figure 1: Comparison of traditional parallel-jaw gripper’s resolution and size/deformation of objects
Although mechanisms are often composed of rigid bodies connected by joints, compliant mechanisms that
include flexible elements as kinematic joints can be utilised to transmit a load and/or motion. The advances in
compliant mechanisms have provided a new direction to address the above rigid-body problems easily [3]. The
direct result of eliminating rigid-body kinematic joints removes friction, wear and backlash, enabling very high
precision motions. In addition, it can be free of assembly when using compliant mechanisms so that
miniaturization and monolithic fabrication are easily obtained.
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There are mainly two approaches to design compliant grippers. The first one is the optimisation method [4]
and the second is the kinematic substitution method [5]. The former optimizes the materials’ distribution to
meet specified motion requirements, which includes topology optimization, geometry optimization and size
optimization. However, the optimization result often leads to sensitive manufacturing, and therefore minor
fabrication error can largely change the output motion [6]. Also, the kinematics of the resulting gripper by
optimization is not intuitive to engineers. The latter design method is very interesting since it takes advantage
of the large number of existing rigid-body mechanisms and their existing knowledge. It renders a very clear
kinematic meaning, which is easily used for shortening the design process. Parallel or closed-loop rigid-body
architectures gain an upper hand here as their intrinsic properties favour the characteristics of compliant
mechanisms like compactness, symmetry to reduce parasitic motions, low stiffness along the desired degrees
of freedom (DOF) and high stiffness in other directions.
Moreover, compliant mechanisms usually work around a given (mostly singular) position for small range of
motions (instantaneous motions). Therefore, parallel singular configurations existing in parallel manipulators
may be advantageously exploited [7-12]. Parallel singularity can be an actuation singularity, constraint
singularity or a compound singularity as explained in [7-9]. Rubbert et al used an actuation singularity to typesynthesize a compliant medical device [10, 11]. Another interesting kind of parallel singularity for a parallel
manipulator that does not depend on the choice of actuation is a constraint singularity [12]. Constraint
singularities may divide the workspace of a parallel manipulator into different operation modes resulting in a
reconfigurable mechanism. Algebraic geometry tools have proved to be efficient in performing global analysis
of parallel manipulators and recognizing their operation modes leading to mobility-reconfiguration [13-15].
The resulting mobility-reconfiguration can enable different modes of grasping in grippers. Thus, the
reconfigurable compliant gripper unveils an ability to grasp a plethora of shapes or adapt to specific
requirements unlike other compliant grippers in literature that exhibit only one (mostly parallel mode) of these
grasping modes [16, 17].
Though there are abundant reconfigurable rigid-body mechanisms in the literature, the study of reconfigurable
compliant mechanisms is limited. Hao studied the mobility and structure reconfiguration of compliant
mechanisms [18] while Hao and Li introduced a position-space based structure reconfiguration approach to
the reconfiguration of compliant mechanisms and to minimize parasitic motions [19]. Note that in rigid-body
mechanisms, using the underactuated/adaptive grasping method [20,21], a versatile gripper for adapting to
different shapes can be achieved. In this paper, one of the simplest yet ubiquitous parallel mechanisms, a fourbar linkage is considered at a constraint singularity configuration to design a reconfigurable compliant fourbar mechanism and then to construct a reconfigurable compliant gripper. From our best understanding, this is
the first piece of work that considers a constraint singularity to design a reconfigurable compliant mechanism
with multiple operation modes, also called motion modes.
This remaining of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the design of a multi-mode compliant
four-bar mechanism and conducts the associated kinematic analysis. The multi-mode compliant gripper is
proposed in Section 3 based on the work presented in Section 2, followed by the analytical kinetostatic
modelling. A case study is discussed in Section 4, which shows the analysis of the gripper under different
actuation schemes. Section 5 draws the conclusions.
2. Design of a multi-mode compliant four-bar mechanism
2.1 Compliant four-bar mechanism at its singularity position
A comprehensive singularity and operation mode analysis of a parallelogram mechanism is reported in [22],
using algebraic geometry tools. As a specific case of the parallelogram mechanism, a four-bar linkage with
equilateral links as shown in Fig. 2 is used in this paper, where the link length is l. Link AD is fixed, AB and
CD are the cranks and BC is the coupler. Origin of the fixed frame, O0 coincides with the centre of link AD
while that of the moving frame O1 with the centre of BC. The bar/link BC is designated as the output link with
AB/CD as the input link. The location and orientation of the coupler with respect to the fixed frame can be
denoted by (a, b, ϕ), where a and b are the Cartesian coordinates of point O1 attached to the coupler, and ϕ is
the orientation of the latter about z0-axis, i.e., angle between x0 and x1 axes.
2

Figure 2: A planar equilateral four-bar linkage
The two constraint singularity positions of the equilateral four-bar linkage are identified in Fig. 3 [22]. At a
constraint singularity, the mechanism may switch from one operation mode to another. Therefore, in case of
the four-bar linkage with equal link lengths, the DOF at a constraint singularity is equal to 2. In this
configuration, points A, B, C and D are collinear and the corresponding motion type is a translational motion
along the normal to the line ABCD passing through the four points A, B, C and D, combined with a rotation
about an axis directed along z0 and passing through the line ABCD. Eventually, it is noteworthy that two
actuators are required in order to control the end-effector in those constraint singularities in order to manage
the operation mode changing.

(a) a=l, b=0, ϕ=0

(b) a=−l, b=0, ϕ=0

Figure 3: Constraint singular configuration of the planar equilateral four-bar linkage
Based on the constraint singularity configuration of the four-bar rigid-body mechanism represented in Fig. 3,
a compliant four-bar mechanism can be designed through kinematically replacing the rigid rotational joints
with compliant rotational joints [3, 5] in the singularity position. Note that, the singularity position (Fig. 3(a))
is the undeformed (home) configuration of the compliant mechanism. Each of the compliant rotational joints
can be any type compliant rotational joint such as cross-spring rotational joint, notch rotational joint and
cartwheel rotational joint [3].
In this section, the cross-spring rotational joint as the rotational/revolute joint (RJ) is employed to synthesize
the design of a reconfigurable compliant four-bar mechanism based on the identified singularity (Fig. 4). In
Fig. 4, the RJ-0 and RJ-2 are traditional cross-spring rotational joints, while both the RJ-1 and the RJ-3 are
double cross-spring joints. Each of the two joints, RJ-1 and RJ-3, consists of two traditional cross-spring
rotational joints in series with a common rotational axis and a secondary stage (encircled in Fig. 4). This serial
arrangement creates symmetry and allows for greater motion and less stress in the mechanism. It should be
mentioned that using these joints can allow large-amplitude motions compared to notch joints, which thus
serves for illustrating the present concept easily. Note that these joints are not as compact and simple (with
manufacture and precise issues) as circular notch joints. In addition, the parasitic rotational shift of these joints
will be minimized if the beams intersect at an appropriate position of their length [23].
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We specify that the Bar-0 is fixed to the ground and the Bar-2 is the output motion stage, also named coupler.
Bar-1, Bar-2 and Bar-3 correspond to links, CD, BC, and AB, respectively, in Figure 3. The link length can be
expressed as
l=LB+LR
(1)
where LB and LR are the lengths of each bar block and each compliant rotational joint, respectively, as indicated
in Fig. 4.
Like the rigid-body four-bar mechanism shown in Fig. 3(a), the output motion stage (Bar-2) of the compliant
four-bar mechanism has multiple operation modes under two rotational actuations (controlled by two input
angles α and β for Bar-1 and Bar-3, respectively), as shown in Fig. 4. However, the compliant four-bar
mechanism has more operation modes than its rigid counterpart as discussed below. A moving coordinate
system (o-xyz) is defined in Fig. 4, which is located on Bar-2 (link BC), which coincides with the fixed frame
(O-XYZ) in the singularity position. Based on this assumption, Bar-2’s operation modes of the compliant fourbar mechanism are listed below:
a) Operation mode I: Rotation in the XY-plane about the Axis-L, when α ≠ 0 and β = 0.
b) Operation mode II: Rotation in the XY-plane about the Axis-R when α = 0 and β≠0. In this mode, the
cross-spring joints can tolerate this constrained configuration (close enough to the singularity) due to
the induced small elastic extension of joints, but do not work as ideal revolute joints anymore.
c) Operation mode III: General rotation in the XY-plane about other axes except the Axis-L and Axis-R,
when α≠β. Similar to the constraint in operation mode II, the cross-spring joints in this mode are no
longer working as ideal revolute joints.
d) Operation mode IV: Pure translational motions in the XY-plane along the X- and Y-axes (mainly along
the Y-axis), when α=β.
It is noted that the rotational axes associated with α and β are both fixed axes (as indicated by solid lines in
Fig. 4); while Axis-L and Axis-R (as indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 4) are both mobile axes. The rotational
axis of α is the rotational axis of joint RJ-0, and the rotational axis of β is the rotational axis of joint RJ-3. AxisL is the rotational axis of joint RJ-2, which moves as Bar-3 rotates. Axis-R is the rotational axis of joint RJ-1,
which moves as Bar-1 rotates. As shown in Fig. 3, in the initial singular configuration, Axis-L overlaps with
the axis of α; and Axis-R lies in the plane spanned by Axis-L and the Axis of β.
It should be also pointed out that it is possible for operation modes II and III having large-range motion thanks
to the particular use of rotational joints which may not be true for circular notch joints anymore.
These operation modes are also highlighted in Fig. 5 with verification through the printed prototype. In order
to simplify the analysis, let α and β be non-negative in Fig. 5. The primary motions of output motion stage
(Bar-2) are the rotation in the XY plane and the translations along the X-and Y-axes; while the rotations in the
XZ and YZ planes and translational motion along the Z-axis are the parasitic motions that are not the interest
of this paper.

α
Secondary
stage

β

Secondary
stage

LH

Figure 4: A compliant four-bar mechanism at its constraint singular position (as fabricated)
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Bar-1
Bar-2
Bar-0
Bar-3

(a) Operation mode I: Rotation in the XY-plane about the Axis-L
Bar-1
Bar-2
Bar-0

Bar-3

(b) Operation mode II: Rotation in the XY-plane about the Axis-R

Bar-1
Bar-2

Bar-0
Bar-3

(c) Operation mode III: Rotation in the XY-plane about other axes except the Axis-L and Axis-R

Bar1

Bar-0

Bar2

Bar3

(d) Operation mode IV: Pure translations in the XY-plane along the X and Y axes
Figure 5: Operation modes of the compliant four-bar mechanism
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2.2 Kinematic models
The kinematics of the compliant four-bar mechanism is discussed as follows, under the assumption of small
angles (i.e., close to the constraint singularity). According to the definition of the location and orientation of
the Bar-2 (link BC) with respect to the fixed frame, we can have the primary displacement of the Bar-2 as:
1) Displacement of the centre of Bar-2 along the Y-axis:
b−0=l(sin α+sin β)/2
≈ l(α+β)/2 if small input angles
2) Rotation of Bar-2 about the Z-axis:
ϕ−0= α−β

(2)
(3)

Using the assumption of small angles, the displacement of the centre of Bar-2 along the X-axis is normally in
the second order of magnitude of the rotational angles, which is trivial and can be neglected in this paper. Note
that this trivial displacement is also affected by the centre drift of the compliant rotational joints [24].
θ2=β+β-α=2β-α
θ3
A

β
β

lβ

ϕ=-(lβ-lα)/l=α−β

B
D

θ0

α

θ1=β-α+α=β
C
lα

Y

X

Figure 6: The generic kinematic configuration (close to constraint singularity) of the four-bar linkage
The rotational displacement of each compliant rotational joint is expressed below in terms of the two input
rotational angles, with the help of the generic kinematic configuration (Fig. 6):
RJ-0:
RJ-1:
RJ-2:
RJ-3:

0 

(4)

1 

(5)

2 2 

(6)

3 

(7)

3. Design of a multi-mode compliant gripper
3.1 Compliant gripper with multiple modes
In this section, a multi-mode compliant gripper using the compliant four-bar mechanism presented in Fig. 4 as
a gripper jaw mechanism is proposed (shown in Fig. 7). Instead of the cross-spring joints in the compliant
four-bar mechanism, the commonly-used rectangular short beams as the rotational joints (with rotation axis
approximately in the centre) are adopted for the final gripper designed in this paper, as shown in Fig. 7(a). The
reason for using the rectangular short beams is mainly twofold. Firstly, comparing with the cross-spring joints,
the rectangular joints are compact, simple enough, and easy to fabricate. Secondly, the rectangular joints have
larger motion range than that of the circular notch joints (as used in Appendix A). In addition, using the
rectangular short-beams allow not to work as pure rotational joints as discussed in Section 2.1.
In order the make the whole mechanism more compact, the compliant gripper is a two-layer structure with two
linear actuators to control the two rotational displacements (α and β) in each jaw. The top layer actuator is for
determining β, and the bottom layer is for determining α.
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Top layer

Short
beam

Jaw 1
Jaw 2

Base

Bar-2:
jaw

Bar-1

Bar-1

Bar-0:
Base

Bar-3

Bar-3
Rotation
axis

Actuation 1

u
Z

Actuation 2

Secondary
stage

(a) Two gripper jaws in two layers, obtained
using the constraint singularity in Fig. 4

Y

Bottom
layer
X

(b) A multi-mode gripper: 3D view I

Jaw
Jaw

Base

Bar-1
Base

Bar-3
g

(c) A multi-mode gripper:
side view

(d) A multi-mode gripper: 3D
view II (in deformation)

Figure 7: The synthesized multi-mode compliant gripper
The design of the compliant gripper is further explained in Fig. 8, with all dominant geometrical parameters
labelled except the identical out-of-plane thickness (u) of each layer, and the gap (g) between the two layers.
As can be seen in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), a pair of compliant slider-crank mechanism are added in each layer
(sharing a revolute joint with the compliant four-bar mechanism), to convert one linear actuation to two
simultaneous rotational actuations in two jaws. In both layers, compliant slider-crank mechanisms are identical.
All short beams are also identical in the gripper. Each of the L-shaped bars acts as a component of the slidercrank mechanism and also as Bar-1 or -3 as shown in both Figs. 7 and 8. The kinematic schematic of the half
gripper is also illustrated in Fig. 8(c) to explain the design principle.
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Secondary
stage

X
t

L-shaped
bar: Bar-1

l1
Jaw

Y

w1

L-shaped
bar: Bar-3

l

r
h

RJ-5

Crank
Coupler

w2
P: slider

h

Base

P: slider

RJ-5

t
Base

α
an

r

RJ-4

β
RJ-4

Secondary
stage

Base

Base

l2

Linear actuation at

Linear actuation ab

(a) Top layer with two slider-crank
mechanisms (indicated by dashed square)

(b) Bottom layer with two slider-crank
mechanisms (indicated by dashed square)
bottom layer
RJ-1

Bar-1
RJ-4

RJ-2

RJ-5

Bar-3
RJ-3

P: ab

RJ-4
RJ-5

X
Bottom
layer

Y

Jaw

RJ-0

Z

P: at
Top layer

(c) Kinematic schematic of half gripper in the initial configuration
Figure 8: Design details of the multi-mode compliant gripper
3.2 Kinetostatic modelling
Under the assumption of small rotations, the relationship between the linear actuation and the rotational
actuation in the slider-crank mechanism (the left jaw is taken for studying) can be modelled below:

ab r or  ab /r
(8)
at r or  at /r
(9)
where at and ab represent the input displacements of the top and bottom actuators along the X-axis, respectively.
A minus sign means that the positive linear actuation causes a negative rotational actuation (based on the
coordinate system illustrated in Fig. 8). Here, r is the lever arm as shown in Fig. 8.
The rotational displacement of RJ-4 in the added slider-crank mechanism can be approximately obtained as
follows. The rotational displacement of RJ-5 in each layer can be ignored due to the specific configuration of
the added slider-crank mechanism as shown in Fig. 8, where the crank parallel to the Y-axis is perpendicular
to the coupler so that the coupler is approximately straight over motion under the condition of small rotations.
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RJ-4 in the top layer:

4t 

(10)

RJ-4 in the bottom layer:

(11)
4b 
Combining Eqs. (2)-(9), the input-output kinematic equations of the compliant gripper can be obtained:
l
b (at ab )
(12)
2r
a a
 t b
(13)
r
As indicated in Eqs. (12) and (13), the amplification ratio is a function of design parameter r denoted in Fig.
8. Using the above kinematic equations, the kinetostatic models of the compliant gripper can be derived from
the principle of virtual work [3], with at and ab being the generalised coordinates.

Ft dat  Fbdab 

U
U
dat 
dab
at
ab

(14)

where Ft and Fb represent the actuation forces of the top and bottom linear actuators along the X-axis,
corresponding to at and ab, respectively. U is the total elastic potential energy of the compliant gripper, which
is calculated as below:

U 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
 k002  k112  k2 22  k332  k44t2  k44b2  kp at2  kp ab2
2 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1 ab 2 1 a t 2 1 ab a t 2 1 a t 2 1 a t 2 1 a b 2
 k0 ( )  k1 ( )  k2 ( 2 )  k3 ( )  k4 ( )  k4 ( )
(15)
2
r
2
r
2
r
r
2
r
2
r
2
r
1
1
 kpat2  kpab2
2
2
where k0, k1, k2, k3 correspond to the rotational stiffnesses of RJ-0, RJ-1, RJ-2, RJ-3 in the compliant four-bar
mechanism, respectively. k4 is the rotational stiffness of the RJ-4 in each layer. kp is the translational stiffness
of the prismatic joint in each layer.
Note that the reaction forces from gripping objects [17] can be included in Eq. (14), which, however, is not
considered in this paper.
Combining the results of Eqs. (14) and (15) with the substitution of Eqs. (4)-(11), we have
Ft /2

U /2
a 1
a
a
2
a 1
a 1
k1 ( t ) k2 ( b 2 t )(  )k3 ( t ) k4 ( t ) kp at
at
r r
r
r
r
r r
r r

2k 8k 2k 2k
4k
Ft at ( 21  22  23  24 2kp )ab ( 2 2 )
r
r
r
r
r
Fb /2

U /2
a 1
a
a 1
a 1
k0 ( b ) k2 ( b 2 t ) k4 ( b ) k p ab
ab
r r
r
r r
r r

2k 2k 2k
4k
Fb ab ( 20  22  24 2kp )at ( 2 2 )
r
r
r
r

(16)

(17)

Equations (16) and (17) can determine the required forces for given input displacements, which can be
rearranged in a matrix form:
 Ft   k11 k12   at 
(18)
 F   k k   a 
 b   21 22   b 
where the stiffness coefficients of the system associated with the input forces and input displacements are
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2k1 8k2 2k3 2k4
  
 2k p ;
r2 r2 r2 r2
4k
k12 k21  2 2 ;
r
2k0 2k 2 2k 4
k22  2  2  2 2kp .
r
r
r
Therefore, the input displacements can be represented with regard to the input forces as:
k11 

1

 at   c11 c12   Ft   k11 k12   Ft 
 a   c c   F   k k   F 
 b   21 22   b   21 22   b 

(19)

We can further obtain the following stiffness equations for all compliant joints used in this paper [25], which
can be substituted into Eqs. (18) and (19) to solve the load-displacement equations.
EI Eut 3
k 0 k 2 k 4  
l1 12l1

k1 k3 k0 /2

EI Eut 3

2l1 24l1

(20)

24 EI 2 Eut 3
 3
l23
l2
where E is the Young’s modulus of the material and I is the second moment of inertia of the cross-section
areas.
kp 

With the help of Eqs. (12), (13) and (19), we can have the required output displacements for given input
displacements/forces:
l 
l 
 l
 l
1




 b   2r 2r   at   2r 2r   k11 k12   Ft 
(21)



  1
1 a 
1
1 k k   F 
  
  b 
   21 22   b 
 r
 r
r 
r 
Note that in the above kinetostatic modelling, a linear assumption is made. However, in order to capture
accurate load-dependent kinetostatic characteristics for larger range of motion, nonlinear analytical models
should be used [26].

4. Case study
In this section, a case study with assigned parameters as shown in Table 1 is presented to verify the analytical
models in Section 3.2. The overall nominal dimension of the compliant gripper is 130 mm × 70 mm. The
Young’s modulus of compliant gripper is given by E=2.4G Pa, which corresponds to the material of
Polycarbonate with Yield Strength of σs > 60 MPa, and Poisson Ratio of v= 0.38.
Table 1: Geometrical parameters
l
25 mm

t
1 mm

r
18 mm

h
25 mm

l1
5 mm

l2
15 mm

w1
24 mm

w2
19 mm

u
10 mm

g
3 mm

Finite element analysis (FEA) simulation was carried out to show the four operation modes of the compliant
gripper, in comparison to the 3D printed prototype (Fig. 9). Here, Solidworks 2017, with a meshing size of 1.0
mm and other settings, in default is used for FEA. Figure 10 illustrates the comprehensive kinetostatic analysis
results of the proposed compliant gripper including the comparison between the analytical modelling and FEA.
It can be observed that linear relations of all figures have been revealed where lines in either model are parallel
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each other. The FEA results have the same changing trends as the analytical models, but deviate from the
analytical models in certain degrees. The discrepancy between the two theoretical models may be due to the
assumptions used in the analytical modelling such as neglecting centre drift of rotational joints. It should be
pointed out that although stress analysis is not the interest of this paper, the maximal stress (29 MPa) was
checked in FEA, which is much less than the yield strength of the material during all simulations for the case
study.
In Fig. 10(a), with the increase of ab, the difference between the two models (analytical and FEA) goes up if
at=0, while the difference between the two models decreases if at=0.50 mm and 1.0 mm. This is because of
different line slops of two models. Generally speaking, the larger at, the larger the deviation of two models,
where the maximal difference in Fig. 10(a) is about 20%. In Fig. 10(b), the line slops of two models are almost
same, meaning that the increase of increase of ab has no influence of the discrepancy of two models for any
value of at. Also, the larger at, the larger the deviation of two theoretical models. Figure 10(c) reveals the same
conclusion as that of Fig. 10(b). Figure 10(d) shows the similar finding to that of Fig. 10(a), except the larger
at, the smaller the deviation of two models. It is clearly shown that in Figs. 10(b), 10(c) and 10(d) the general
discrepancy of the two models is much lower than that in Fig. 10(a).
A real prototype made of polycarbonate was fabricated using CNC milling machining, which is shown in
Fig.11(a). Each layer of the compliant gripper (Fig. 7) was made at first and then two layers were assembled
together. The gripper prototype was tested in a customised-built testing rig as shown in Fig. 11(b). The singleaxis force loading for both the top layer actuation and bottom layer actuation was implemented. The
micrometer loads displacement on the force sensor that is directly contacted with the top layer input or bottom
layer input. The force sensor reads the force exerted on one input of the gripper, and the two displacement
sensors indicate the displacements of two inputs. Testing results are illustrated in Fig. 12, which are compared
with analytical models and FEA results. It is shown that the analytical displacement result is slightly larger
than the experimental model, but is slightly lower than the FEA result. The difference among three models is
also reasonable, given that FEA always take all parts as elastic bodies (i.e., less rigid system) and testing is
imposed on a prototype with fabricated fillets (i.e., more rigid system).
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X

Clips

Screw 2

(limiting
screw
travel)

Screw 1

Y
(a) ab=1 mm, at= 0

(c) at=1 mm, ab =0.5 mm

(b) at =1 mm, ab= 0

(d) ab=at=1 mm

Figure 9: Gripper operation modes under input displacement control
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(a) Output rotational angle about the Z-axis

(b) Output displacement along the Y-axis

(c) Input force exerted onto the top layer
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(d) Input force exerted onto the bottom layer
Figure 10: Comprehensive analysis under displacement control (input displacement non-negative)
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Force sensor:
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push screw

Force sensor
interface
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layer displacement
sensor

Top
layer

Micrometer:
loading
displacement

Gripper
prototype
Linear bearing:
actuated by
micrometer

Digital indicator: bottom
layer displacement sensor

(a) Assembled prototype

(b) Testing rig

Figure 11. A fabricated polycarbonate prototype and its testing
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(a) Case for Ft=0

(b) Case for Fb=0
Figure 12. Input-force and input-displacement comparisons under single-axis force loading

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we present the first piece of work that employs a constraint singularity of a planar equilateral
four-bar linkage to design a reconfigurable compliant gripper with multiple operation modes. The analytical
kinetostatic mode of the multi-mode compliant gripper has been derived, which is verified in the case study.
It shows that the FEA results comply with the analytical models with acceptable discrepancy. The proposed
gripper is expected to be applied in extensive applications such as grasping a variety of shapes or adapting to
specific requirements.
The design introduced in this paper uses a two-layer configuration for desirable compactness, which adversely
results in non-desired small out-of-plane rotations. However, the out-of-plane rotations can be reduced by
optimising currently-used compliant joints or employing different compliant joints with higher out-of-plane
15

stiffness. Note that the compliant gripper can be designed in a single layer for monolithic fabrication and
elimination of out-of-plane motion, at the cost of a larger footprint. This can be done by using the remote
rotation centre, as shown in Appendix A. A single layer gripper can be more easily designed at micro-scale on
a silicon layer for MEMS devices.
Despite the work mentioned above, there are other aspects to be considered in the future, including but not
limited to the following: (i) An analytical nonlinear model for a more accurate large-range kinetostatic
modelling of the compliant gripper; (ii) Design optimisation the compliant gripper based on a specific
application; (iii) Output testing with comparison to the analytical model for a specific application; and (iv)
Developing a control system to robotise the compliant gripper.
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Appendix A: A monolithic design of the compliant gripper
Rather than using a two-layer mechanism as shown in Figs. 6 and 7, a single layer mechanism is presented in
Fig. A.1, which is good for monolithic fabrication and can eliminate out-of-plane motion. In order to reach the
constraint singularity, i.e. allowing the overlapping of two revolute joints, the design uses isosceles trapezoidal
flexure joints with remote center of rotation. However, this one layer mechanism has a quite large footprint,
and requires more extra space for incorporating the two actuators. Moreover, due to the use of circular notch
joints, operation modes II and III in this gripper may not produce large-range motion. The modelling and
analysis of the present monolithic design in this appendix is left for future study.
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Y
Bar-2

Bar-2

(a) Monolithic design of the reconfigurable compliant gripper

(b) Actuating the linear actuator 1 only in bi-directions
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(c) Actuating the linear actuator 2 only in bi-directions

(d) Actuating the two linear actuators simultaneously: parallel grasping mode (left); general angular grasping
mode (right)
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(e) Fabricated prototype
Figure A.1: Monolithic design of the reconfigurable gripper
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